The aim of the present paper is to study the Casson flow of viscous fluid moving steadily with constant velocity under the influence of uniform magnetic field applied perpendicularly to the flow of viscous liquid. With the help of similarity transformations, the governing partial differential equations corresponding to the momentum are reduced to linear ordinary differential equations. Analytical solution of the equation is obtained.
Introduction
In hydro magnetic flow, we study of the flow of electrically conducting fluid in presence of Maxwell electromagnetic field. The flow of conducting fluid is effectively changed by the presence of the magnetic field where as the magnetic field is also perturbed due to the motion of the conducting fluid. This phenomena is called magneto hydrodynamics and in short written as MHD. There are wider applications in engineering technology, cosmology, astrophysics and other applied sciences. On account of varied practical applications of MHD flow problems in channels through porous medium many researchers: Singh & Ram [2] , Ram & Singh [4] , Shimomura [6] and others have paid their attentions in this direction.
Two dimensional flow of fluid between parallel plates that are moving symmetrically about the line of symmetry, has its applications especially in polymer processing, modeling of synthetics transportation inside living bodies, hydromechanical machinery and compression/injection processes. Many scientists have contributed their efforts towards the better understanding of these types of flows. S Ganesh et al. [5] and A Mohamed Ismail et al. [1] studied the problem for unsteady flow of viscous fluid between parallel porous plates. Unsteady magneto hydrodynamic flow of Casson fluid between parallel plate channel with heat source has been investigated by Kirubhashankar C K et al. [3] .
Initiated by the previously studied survey the Casson flow of an incompressible fluid between two parallel plates and its applications, in the present paper, flow of a Casson fluid between parallel plates is investigated. The governing partial differential equations are converted into the linear ordinary differential equations using the suitable similarity transformations. , where ij is the (i, j)-th component of the stress tensor,  = eij eij and eij are the (i, j)-th component of the deformation rate,  is the product of the component of deformation rate with itself, c is a critical value of this product based on the nonNewtonian model, B is plastic dynamic viscosity of the non-Newtonian fluid, and py is the yield stress of the fluid. The equations governing the flow are:
Formulation of the Problem
where is the kinematic fluid viscosity, is the fluid density, β = √2 / is the Casson parameter. The boundary conditions for the flow problem are:
If u, v and w be the component of the fluid velocity along the coordinate axes xaxis, y -axis and z -axis respectively then assuming the unidirectional flow, i.e., x -direction, we have , from which we infer that u is independent of x.
This makes the non-linear term
in the Navier-Stokes equation zero. We neglect body forces fB which are mainly due to gravity in the Navier-Stokes equations. Assuming the flow variables are independent of z -direction, It means that the governing equations for this flow are (6) i.e., p is a function of x only. Assume the characteristic velocity v0 moving perpendicular to the fluid at a constant pressure gradient. Now the governing equations are i.e., P dx dp   where 'P' is a positive constant. Now the governing equation will be, (9) is
Results and Discussions
A similarity solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for the Casson fluid flow between two parallel plates has been presented. Employing perturbation method, we have obtained approximate analytical solutions for the velocity of the fluid flow of two dimensional Casson fluid between two parallel plates. Figure 1 shows the effects of Casson parameter β on velocity profiles. Velocity is found to increase with the increasing values of Reynolds number and Casson parameter β. From Figure 2 it is observed that the axial velocity decreases with increasing the magnetic field. 
